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Abstract—A class of serial turbo codes admitting low-density
parity-check (LDPC) representation is considered. Their parity
matrix has a random and a structured part. Thanks to their turbo
structure, these codes are linear-time encodable, while they can
be decoded as LDPC codes. An ensemble analysis for the error
ﬂoor region, on the line of classical results for serial turbo codes,
suggests a design parameter. Simulation results using usual LDPC
message-passing show poor performance and no dependence on
such parameter. A different block-wise decoding algorithm is
proposed, which considerably improves performance. With this
new decoding scheme, simulations conﬁrm the theoretical design
parameters in the medium-high SNR region.

without structured short cycles. On the contrary the standard
Tanner graph contains plenty of small cycles. MonteCarlo
simulations show good performance of this algorithm and
hierarchies indicated by the ML analysis are respected.
II. E NCODING SCHEMES AND PARITY CHECK MATRICES
Consider the family of serially concatenated turbo encoders
with the following structure:
Repr

πN

Sums
ϕN

I. I NTRODUCTION
The encoding complexity of LDPC codes is generally
quadratic in the block length, as the generating matrix is not
low density. This, despite their linear decoding complexity
using iterative belief propagation (BP), due to the sparsity
of their Tanner graph. This issue has been addressed in the
literature following two different approaches. On the one hand,
there are the results in [8], which allow to construct, for given
generic LDPC matrices, equivalent generating matrices with
lower encoding complexity. On the other hand, constraining
the parity check matrix to have a particular structure can
a priori guarantee easy encoding. A successful construction
uses matrices with a staircase part (i.e. a sub-matrix with
ones on the diagonal and on the lower diagonal, and zeros
everywhere else), so that the encoder can be seen as the
serial concatenation of a repetition code, an interleaver and
an accumulator. They are called Repeat-Accumulate (RA)
[5] codes or, if repetition is not uniform, Irregular RepeatAccumulate (IRA) codes [4].
We follow this second approach, studying LDPC codes
encodable with a serial turbo structure. There is a wide
literature on the analysis and design of IRA codes (we refer
to [9] and references therein). Previous works focused on the
design of the degree distribution of variable nodes (the timevarying number of repetitions) and of check nodes (grouping
factor). On the contrary, in [2] the possibility to vary the
structured part of the matrix has been investigated, focusing
on the simpler case when the degrees are constant. This is
equivalent to choosing an inner encoder different from the
accumulator.
Theoretical results were presented in [2] enlightening
how the inner encoder affects performance under maximumlikelihood (ML) decoding. Motivated by the poor behaviour of
standard BP decoding observed in simulations, in this paper
we propose a message-passing algorithm for these codes based
on non-binary BP. This algorithm works on a factor graph
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ψN

rN
By Repr : ZN
we denote the repetition code with
2 → Z2
rN/s
rN
is deﬁned by
rate 1/r; Sums : Z2 → Z2

Sums (x) = (x1 + . . . + xs , xs+1 + . . . + x2s , . . .)
i.e. it gives the modulo-2 sum of every block of s bits. Finally,
let ψ(D) : Zk2 ((D)) → Zk2 ((D)) be a rate-1 non-catastrophic
rN/s
rN/s
and recursive convolutional encoder, and ψN : Z2 → Z2
be the truncated encoder obtained by using the trellis of ψ(D)
for rN/(sk) time steps. Deﬁne the rate R = (1 + rs )−1
systematic encoder
(1+ rs )N
,
ΦN : ZN
2 → Z2

ΦN u = (u, Sums ◦ πN ◦Repr u) .

We will always assume that rN is a multiple of sk, so
that the above construction can be properly made. Notice that
ψ(D) can be seen as a k×k matrix whose entries are fractions
of polynomials: ψ(D) is non-catastrophic if and only if this
matrix has an inverse whose entries are Laurent polynomials.
Recursiveness of ψ(D) is equivalent to the recursiveness of at
least one entry in each column of the matrix. In particular, if
k = 1, our assumptions imply that ψ(D) = 1/p(D) for some
polynomial p(D).
ΦN is a particular kind of systematic serial turbo encoder
where the outer encoder is Repr and the inner encoder is
ϕN = ψN ◦ Sums . ϕN can be considered as the truncation
of a proper convolutional encoder, which is not injective, but
the transmission of the systematic bits ensures injectivity and
non-catastrophicity of ΦN . Also notice that ϕN is recursive,
in the sense that inputs of weight one produce outputs with
weight growing to inﬁnity when N → ∞; this is essential for
results about the interleaver gain.
The representation as serial turbo codes allows linear-time
encoding, proportional to kN. The decoding can be performed
exploiting the natural LDPC representation of these codes.
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rN/s

Indeed, notice that a pair (u, c) in ZN
is in the image
2 ×Z2
of ΦN if and only if c = ψN ◦ Sums ◦ πN ◦ Repr (u). This is
−1
equivalent to Sums ◦ πN ◦ Repr (u) + ψN
(c) = 0 and can be
represented in the matrix form [HN KN ] uc = 0. Here HN
is a rs N × N matrix depending on the permutation πN only.
It is sparse, having at most s ones per row and r ones per
column. KN is a rs N × rs N matrix depending on the choice
of ψ only. It is also low density, having a number of ones per
row and per column bounded by k(deg ψ −1 (D) + 1).
Example 1: The RA code ﬁlls in this framework by considering k = 1, s = 1 and ψ(D) = 1/(1 + D).

In this paper we will focus on inner convolutional encoders
invertible
of type ψ(D) = (A + BD)−1 with A, B ∈ Zk×k
2
matrices. This leads to a structured part of the parity matrix
having the staircase form:
⎡
⎤
A 0 0 ... 0
⎢B A 0 . . . 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
KN = ⎢ 0 B A . . . 0 ⎥
(1)
⎢ ..
⎥
.
..
..
⎣.
.
. .. ⎦
0

0

...

B

A

Such matrices are good candidates for nonbinary BP decoding, because of their block-wise staircase structure. At the
same time, thanks also to invertibility of A and B, they all
have a minimal realization (trellis) with 2k states, which is
very easy to compute: given the current state xt ∈ Zk2 and
the input u ∈ Zk2 , the new state xt+1 and the output yt ∈ Zk2
are the same, obtained as xt+1 = yt = A−1 ut + A−1 Bxt
(invertibility of B ensures that this realization is minimal).
From this realization, it is also clear that the corresponding
encoder ψ(D) = (A + BD)−1 is causal and recursive; noncatastrophicity immediately follows from the fact that ψ −1 (D)
is polynomial. Notice that every scalar convolutional encoder
of the form ψ(D) = 1/p(D) can be represented in this form
with k = deg(p).
Example 2: The scalar encoder 1/(1 + D + D3 ) can be
represented by ψ(D) = (A + BD)−1 with
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
1 0 0
1 1 0
A=⎣ 0 1 0 ⎦,
B=⎣ 0 1 1 ⎦
1 0 1
0 0 1

III. A NALYTICAL RESULTS FOR ML DECODING
Following a classical analysis of serial turbo codes [1], [5],
it is possible to obtain analytical estimations of the ML error
probability. In particular, it is possible to show that, like in
classical serial interconnections, there is a natural distance
parameter, that is responsible of the performance behavior in
the range of high signal-to-noise ratio and sufﬁciently large
blocklength. This analysis can be found in [2]. Differently
from the classical case, it can not simply be obtained from
the analysis of the ‘uniform interleaver’ ensemble, in this case
it is necessary to work on a suitable expurgated ensemble. In
the sequel of this section we present the precise results, whose
proofs can be found in [2], [3].

We consider an ensemble where the convolutional encoder
ψ is ﬁxed, as well as the repetition coefﬁcient r and the
grouping factor s. For every N the interleaver ΠN is a random
N
of the set
variable uniformly distributed over a subset Rr,s
N
SrN of all permutations of rN elements. In particular Rr,s
is chosen as the family of interleavers guaranteeing that ones
coming from the same error event of Repr cannot end up in
positions where they would be summed up by Sums . More
precisely, deﬁne the set
N
:= π ∈ SrN : i/r = j/r ⇒ π(i)/s = π(j)/s
Rr,s
N
is equivalent
Notice that restricting the permutation to Rr,s
to enforcing the associated Tanner graph not to have 2-cycles.
Also it may be observed that sampling from this ensemble is
equivalent to picking HN uniformly at random from the set
of N × N binary matrices with exactly s ones per row and
r ones per column. Finally notice that, asymptotically in N ,
N
is neither typical nor vanishing in SrN . Indeed, the ratio
Rr,s
N
Rr,s / |SrN | converges to e−(r−1)(s−1)/2 as N grows.
Our results concern the asymptotic behaviour of the average
word error probability of ΦN , denoted by Pw (e), over a
binary-input output-symmetric channel having Batthacharyya
parameter γ and equivocation probability p. They have been
obtained using expurgation techniques. Let s ≥ 2, r ≥ 2.
Deﬁne μ :=  r+1
2  and
⎧
⎪
r = 2, 3
⎪
⎨2
r ψ
∗
1
+
d
d :=
2 2
 even r ≥ 4

⎪
⎪
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
r−3
⎩1 +
odd r ≥ 5 ,
2 d2 + min d2 + d1,tr , d3
where dψ
1,tr is the smallest weight of a truncated error event of
ψ having an input weight 1 (if k = 1, then d1,tr = 1), while
ψ
dψ
2 and d3 are the smallest weight of an error event of ψ(D)
having input weight 2 and 3 respectively.
Theorem 1: There exist positive constants γ0 , c1 , c2 (depending on r, s, k only) and c3 (depending also on γ) such
that, for all γ ≤ γ0 :
∗

∗

c1 pd N −μ+1 ≤ Pw (e) ≤ c2 γ d N −μ+1 + c3 N −μ


Observe that the exponent μ depends on the repetition
factor r only. On the contrary, the parameter d∗ depends
on the inner convolutional encoder ψ as well, in particular
through dψ
2 . As shown in [2], averaging over the set SrN
of all possible interleavers instead of RN would have hidden
such a dependence. Notice that dψ
2 = 1 for the accumulator
ψ(D) = (1 + D)−1 , while ψ(D) = (1 + D + D3 )−1 has
dψ
2 = 4.
IV. S TANDARD BP DECODER AND STRUCTURED CYCLES
We ﬁrst simulate the coding schemes based on the convolutional encoders of Examples 1 and 2 using the standard
belief propagation algorithm over the Tanner graph associated
to the low density matrix [HN KN ]. While this approach is
satisfactory for ψ(D) = 1/(1 + D), this is not the case
for the encoder 1/(1 + D + D3 ) of Ex. 2. In fact, MonteCarlo simulations reported in Fig. 1 are in contrast with the
results of Theorem 1. The coding scheme based on the simple
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Fig. 2. Structured part of Tanner graph: a) (1 + D + D3 )−1 , b) (1 + D)−1

accumulator ψ(D) = 1/(1 + D), having dψ
2 = 1, performs
much better than the one using ψ(D) = 1/(1 + D + D3 ) as
inner encoder, even if the latter has dψ
2 = 4.
A close look to the structure of the Tanner graphs suggests
a possible explanation for such a disappointing behaviour.
Indeed, (see Fig. 2) the structured part of the graph contains
a large number of 6-cycles. More precisely there are N − 2
of such cycles and they are concatenated in a very particular
way. The belief-propagation algorithm is known to be exact
on cycle-free graphs [10] and has been shown to be highly
performing on random graphs which with high probability do
not contain small cycles [7]. Thus, the presence of such a big
and structured collection of 6-cycles seems to be a possible
explanation why the algorithm fails to converge. Notice that
the Tanner graph of the Repeat-Accumulate does not contain
any cycle in its structured part.
A possible way to avoid cycles in the structured part of the
Tanner graph is constraining both A and B to be permutation
matrices. However it is easy to show that this implies that
ψ(D) = (A + BD)−1 has dψ
2 = 1. Also limiting only A to be
a permutation matrix (and allowing B to be any invertible
) can prevent from obtaining the best dψ
element of Zk×k
2
2

achievable with no restrictions on the choice of the invertible
matrices A and B. For instance for k = 3 the highest value of
dψ
2 which can be obtained with a permutation matrix A is 3,
strictly smaller than the dψ
2 of the encoder of Ex. 2. Similarly
for k = 4 and A a permutation we have dψ
2 ≤ 7, while for
general invertible A also dψ
=
8
exists.
2
V. NONBINARY BP DECODER
Motivated by the considerations of the previous section, we
propose the following modiﬁed version of the BP algorithm for
the case when k > 1. Associate to the parity matrix [HN KN ]
a labeled factor graph with vertex set given by Vi ∪ Vp ∪ Vc
(see Fig.3), where:
• Vi = {i1 , . . . , iN } is a set of N information nodes, each
corresponding to an information bit (recall the codes are
systematic);
r
• Vp = {p1 , . . . , p r N } is a set of ks N parity nodes, each
ks
corresponding to a group of k consecutive parity bits;
r
• Vc = {c1 , . . . , c r N } is a set of ks N check nodes each
ks
corresponding to a group of k consecutive rows of the
matrix.
r
N , the parity node pj is connected
For every 1 ≤ j ≤ ks
only to the check node cj with an edge labeled by λij ,cj =
A, and to the check node cj+1 with an edge labeled by
λij ,cj+1 = B. There is an edge between a check node cl in Vc
and an information node ij in Vi whenever the k × 1 block
(HN )[k(l−1)+1,kl],j is nonzero; such an edge is labeled by the
k × 1 block λcl ,pj = (HN )[k(l−1)+1,kl],j itself.
We use a sum-product belief propagation algorithm over
this graph. Messages exchanged between information nodes
and check nodes consist in probability distributions over Z2 ,
while messages exchanged between parity nodes and check
nodes consist in probability distributions over Zk2 . For every
parity or information node v denote the a posteriori probability
distributions given by the channel output by z v . Denote the
message sent from node v to node v  at the t-th iteration by
mtv→v . For every adjacent parity node v and check node
c initialize m0c→v as the uniform distribution over Zk2 and
similarly for every adjacent information node v and check
node c let m0c→v be the uniform distribution over Z2 . Then
for every time step t ≥ 1
• the message sent from a node v in Vi ∪ Vp to an adjacent
check node c, mtv→c is the normalized pointwise product
of z v and of messages mct−1
 →v received by the node v
from all its neighbors c but c;
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the message sent from a check node c to an adjacent
information or parity node v is given by


mtc→v (x) = Ptc→v
v  ∼c λc,v  Xv  = λcv x
Ptc→v

1.5

v  =v

is evaluated by considering
where the probability
the random variables Xv mutually independent, each
distributed accordingly to mv →c .
Notice that the complexity of this nonbinary BP algorithm
(with an efﬁcient implementation of the check-nodes updates),
r
N operations per iteration,
scales with k and N as 22k+1 ks
4r(k+1)
compared to
N
for
the
standard
BP algorithm.
s
VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
All the examples we simulated have r = 4 and s = 4,
consequently the overall rate R is 1/2. A maximum of 50
iterations has been considered.
Fig. 1 shows how the use of the non-binary algorithm leads
to an improvement with respect to the standard BP algorithm.
This improvement is dramatic in some cases, such as Ex. 2,
while it is still signiﬁcant in most codes we have simulated,
such as the curve we plot, corresponding to an encoder with
k = 4 and dψ
2 = 7.
Figures 4 and 5 show the role of dψ
2 , comparing different
encoders all decoded with the non-binary algorithm. The
hierarchy given by this parameter is clearly respected in the
error-ﬂoor region, as predicted by the theoretical results. At
low SNR, we see that the hierarchy is inverted (see Fig. 5),
so that we have cross points among curves. The codes in
Figures 4 and 5 have blocklength 300 and 600 respectively;
at higher lengths it is more difﬁcult to get simulation results
in the error ﬂoor region, which has very low Pw (e).
VII. C ONCLUSION
We analyzed a class of linear-time encodable LDPC codes
with serial turbo structure, focusing on the optimization of
the inner convolutional encoder. We propose a nonbinary BP
decoding algorithm working on a factor graph which does not

Dependency on dψ
2 for different values of k, block length = 600

contain cycles in its structured part. Monte Carlo simulations
show that this algorithm can signiﬁcantly outperform the
standard BP. Moreover, simulations with this new algorithm
perfectly match the theoretical analysis under ML decoding
[2], and conﬁrm, for the error ﬂoor region, a hierarchy based
on the effective free distance of the inner encoder (dψ
2 ).
Because of the absence of structured cycles in the factor
graph, the nonbinary BP algorithm we presented is particularly
appealing for a density evolution analysis combining the ideas
in [9] and [6]. In this context, a natural further generalization
is to study also irregular codes, where the repetition r and the
grouping factor s are time-varying. We leave these as topics
for future research.
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